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Weller new Student
Government president
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr.
News Editor
Steve McCain
Assistant News Editor
Jeff Weller was the big winner in the
W right Stale student government elections
last month. Taking nearly 58 percent of the
three-way vote, Weller -- who currently
serves as University Division representative
-- will be next year's Student Government
president.
Election commissioner Kristen Sands re 
ported no complications in the election this
year. Last year's election was surrounded
by controversy and eventually resulted in a
re-casting of the ballots, but none of the
results of this year's election have been
contested, according to Sands.
Ombudsman John J. Stanton finished
second in the presidential race, receiving
376 of the 966 votes - nearly 39 percent -
while write-in David Zinner finished out the
race with 31 votes.
In the College of Liberal Arts, Traci
Consani won with 123 votes compared to
Amy Rang's 61.
The students in the College of Education
and Human Services voted noL only for next
year's candidate, but had a second election
to determine who would represent them dur
ing the spring quarter in place of the current
representative who graduated after winter
quarter.
Sherry Reed will represent the college for
spring quarter because she took 35 votes com
pared to Pamela Human's 26 and Shawn
Kaeser' s 14. However, Human won the elec
tion for 1992-93 academic year representa
tion with 36 votes compared to Reed's 29
votes and Kaeser's 19.
In the College of Science and Mathemat
ics,juniorchemistry major Teresa Bornhorst
ran unopposed, taking 77 votes and the vic
tory.
Claiming 83 votes, Paul Griffith won the
College of Business and Administration slot
unopposed.
Also running unopposed, Andrea Feld
man won in the College of Engineering and
Computer Science with 57 votes.
Ganesh Narayanswami ran unopposed
Windows of the Paul Lawrence Dunbar Library got an early spring
to
represent
the School of Graduate Studies
Ing the morning of March 31. After a rainy first day of classes, the sun
claiming
65
votes.
a welcome sight to students returning from a week of fun In the sun,
In
the
School
of Professional Psychol
or just plaln relaxation over spring break.

et the sun shine

~·
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New Student Government Chair,
Jeffrey Weller.
ogy Kristen Kovac, ran unopposed and won
with four votes. Sands said low voter turnout
from the SOPP is not indicative of apathy in
that program. "A lot of these students were
away, and since there wasn 'tany opposition,
they knew they only needed a few votes."
There were no candidates for the School
of Medicine and the School of Nursing.
According to Sands there will be a special
election for those schools during the spring
quarter.
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WSU forensic
team headed for
national tourney
WrightStateUniversity'sfo
rensics team is among nearly 80
teams from across the country
headed for the National Debate
Tournament at Miami Univer
sity, April 2-6.
The two-yearolddebate team
has never appeared in the na
tional tournament, which con
sists of 78 teams each debating
eight times. After the initial eight
debates, up to 32 teams with 5-3
records then move to single elimi
nation round.
Representing Wright State
areKetteringnative,BryanHinch
and William Bailey of Canton.
Hinch and Bailey will debate
about U.S. Supreme Court deci
sions, which discuss the right to
privacy.
Hinch, a pre-med sophomore,
is the recipient of a Wright State
forensic scholarship:He has been
involved in debate for five years,
two at Wright State University
and three asa Kettering-Fairmont
High School student.
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Bailey, a freshman in human
factors engineering, also receives
a Wright State forensic scholar
ship. Bailey has debated for three
years including his yearatWright
State and his junior and senior
years at Glen Oak High School.
Shelley James, team coach,
said a total team effort is required
for success at the tournament.
The research contributions of
other team members helped en
sure the team's trip to the NDT,
saidJames. WSU team members
include: Beth Hutchins, a senior
from Springfield; Joel Bartram,
a senior from Springfield, and
Todd Calaway, a sophomore
from Centerville.
Until James was brought in
to rebuild WSU's forensic team
in 1990, the university has not
had a debate team for 12 years.
This is the first time Wright
State has qualified for the na
tional tournarnent, which was first
held in 1947 at the U.S. Military
Academy, WestPoint, N.Y.

Wright State's Wilma J.
Henry n~med ACE Fellow
Dr. Wilma J. Henry, assistant
professor and assistant dean for
administrative and studentservices
in the College of Education and
Human Services at Wright State
Uni~ersity,hasbeennamedanACE
Fellow by the American Council
on Education for the academic year
1992-93.
The ACE Fellows Program,
established in 1965, works to
strengthen leadership in American
higher education by identifying and
preparing promising faculty and
staff members for responsible po
sitions in college and university
administration. This year 32 Fel
lows, nominated by the presidents
of their institutions, were selected
in a national competition.
"I am extremely excited to have
been chosen as an ACE Fellow,"
said Henry. "I will be able to ob
serve the process and dynamics of
leadership as it affects the entire
institution. The experience will give
me direct interaction and exchange
with senior-level administrators
who will serve as mentors."
"I also will have the opportu
nity to share my views and further

clarify my values regarding cur
rent issues and leadership in higher
education with other ACE Fellows
from across the country," contin
ued Henry.
Henry, who came to Wright
State in 1988, is responsible for
many ofthe daily operational func
tions and the area student services
in the College. She serves as pro
gram advisor for the College's Stu
dent Personnel in Higher Educa
tion master's degree program.
In addition to her leadership
responsibilities in WSU's College
of Education and Human Services,
Henry, along with several of her
colleagues, is providing instruc
tion to elementary school facilita
tion teams under a Dayton Public
Schools Rural/Urban Demonstra
tion Grant.
Before coming to Wright State,
Henry held leadership positions in
student affairs at Fayetteville Stale
University in North Carolina, East
Texas State University and the
University of Georgia.
Henry is a member of the
American Association ofCounsel
ing and Development.

Henry credits Frederick
Ph.D.,deanoftheCollegeo
lion and Human Services,
PresidentPaige E. Mulhollan,
and WSU Vice President
Hathaway, Ph.D., for their
of her nomination for this
"Their support certainly s
the commitment of these in
als to faculty and staffdevel
and to including underep
groups in the leadership of
State University," Henry saii

Campus plagued by 31 thefts during the month of Mar
March 29

J)t
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There was case of criminal mis
chief in the West Lot Parking I.,ot.

March 27
There was a theft in Allyn Hall
Parking Lot.

March 26
There was a theft in the Engineer
ing and Mathematical Sciences
Building.

March 25
There was a theft in Forest Lane
Parking.
An aggravated burglary at 1280
Forest Lane.

March 24
There was a theft in the Engineer
ing and Mathematical Sciences
Building.

Lot.
There was an arrest on a failure to
comply warrant in the Allyn Hall
Parking Lot.

March 19
There was a personal injury acci
dent on Raider Drive.
A theft was reported in Millett Hall.
There were two arrests on failure to
appear warrants, one in the Cre
ative Arts Center and one in the
Library.

There was an attempted theft on
Springwood Ave. Lower Parking.

March 22

March 15

There was a case of criminal mis
ch ·cf in the Springwood Avenue
Parking Lot.
Th ·~ was a theft in Springwood
Avenue Lower Parking.

There was a theft reported in the
Library Parking Lot.

March 14
There was a case of criminal mis
chief at 1251 Springwood.

March 21

March 13

There was a personal injury acci
dent in the Nutter Center Parking

There were four thefts - one at
1251 Forest Lane #22; one in Al-

March 11
There were two thefts - one in
Creative Arts Center Parking and
one in the Creative Arts Center.
In addition, there was an assault in
Hamilton Hall, a menacing at 1251
Springwood Ave. and one prop
erty damage accident in the Millett
Parking Lot.

March 10

March 18

March 16

Lot.

There were two thefts - one in
the Millett Hall Parking Lot and
one in the Library.
There was also a case of inducing
panic at 1250 Forest Lane.

There were four thefts, three in
Hamilton Hall and one outside
Hamilton Hall and the University
Center.
There were three thefts, one in West
Lot Parking Lot, one in Fawcett
and the Creative Arts Center Park
ing Lot and one on Center Drive.

March 23

lyn Hall Basement; one at 1250
Forest Lane #13; and one in the
Engineering and Mathematical
Sciences Building.
There was one case of public inde
cency in Rike Hall Basement.
One case of tampering with a coin
machine in Rike Hall Basement.

March 9
There was a case of vandalism at
1250 Forest Lane #12.

March 12
There was a case of tampering with
a coin machine in the University
Center Basement.
There were four thefts - one in
Allyn Hall Parking Lot; one in the
Biological Sciences Building; one
in the Library; and one in the Mil
lett Hall Parking Lot.
There was a case of aggravated
menacing in Hamilton Hall.
There was one vehicle theft in West

There was a case of criminal mis
chief in the Nutter Center.
There was a reported case ofaggra
vated burglary at 1250 Forest Lane.
There was one property damage
accident on Main Road.

March 7
There was one case of disorderly
conduct by intoxication at 1263
Springwood Ave.
There was one case of telephone
harassment at 1250 Forest Lane.

March

s

There was a reported theft in the

Allyn Hall Parking Lot.
There was a case of disorderl!
duct in the Nutter Center
Lot.

March 4
There was a theft in Allyn
There was an assault in the
Lane Parking Lot.
There was a property dama
dent in the Rike Hall Park·
There was an arrest on a fai
appear warrant in the Creati
Center.

March 3
There were two thefts
the Library and one in the
Hall Parking Lot.
There was one attempted
Allyn Hall.

March 2
There was a theft in Hamilton
There was a case of criminal
chief in K-Lot.
There was a property damage
dent on Raider Drive.

March 1
There was a case of criminal
chief in the Russ Parking L
There was a property damage
dent in the Nutter Center
Lot.
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WSU to offer Governor's Institute
If your child is tired_ofloung
ing around the swimming pool
all summer, dive into the
Governor's Summer Institute at
WSU. The Governor's Institute
offers a summer experience to
ge development of the
ectual and creative poten
of gifted and talented stu

students in grades 10-11, during
the weeksofJune21-26,June 28
July 3 and July 12-17.
Personal-social dynamics is a
daily component of the summer
camp designed to guide and to
encourage the personal and social
growth of participants.
A special workshop, "How to
Get the Job and Scholarship You
Want!," has been designed by the
human resources and career serv
ices departments at Wright State
University.
Interviewing skills will be
munication, creative writing identified and explored, as stu
personal/social issues for dents are exposed to interviewing

strategies through role playing
and group interaction.
Field trips include a visit to
the Dayton Museum of Natural
History to study science and
natural resources, and a tour of
the U.S. Air Force Museum at
Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base.
Eachgroupof12studentswill
be assigned a residential assistant
to provide orientation, guidance
and support.
Housing will be provided on
Wright State's campus with two
students per room in a two-room
suite with a connecting bath

room. During recreation, stu
dents will be able to participate
in sports and physical activities,
including swimming, tennis,
basketball and volleyball.
Alimitednumberofstudents
will be accepted to the
Governor's Summer Institute.
The fee for the institute is $125.
Parents are encouraged to
take advantage ofa $25 discount
by submitting the application by
May 1.
For more information, call
Wright State's Office of Pre
Coilege Programs at (513) 873
3135.

e best $5 you ever spent -- your honeymoon

A while ago, when a friend of
mine and his girlfriend informed
me they were getting engaged, I
ll>ld her that I knew how to have a
honeymoon for $5.
''Tell me," she insisted.
''No," I re;ponded.
"Pretty please," she pressed.
"Wait till I publish the book," I
smugly informed her.
This quarter she transferred to
Wright State from Toledo Univer
sity and this is her first week at
school. As a school warming gift I
decided to tell her in a column how

tare the issues, what
the history, what does
rtion mean to college
dents? This quarter
~Guardian explores
issues with a special
part report. Look for
rther installments all
this quarter.

The~.
G..............
uaru1an
-.-.
Committed to keeping
you informed

to have the $5 honeymoon.
First we should start on the food
situation. There is no reason to buy
any food on the honeymoon. There
is enough food left over from the
wedding to last a couple several
weeks.
I suggest keeping your honey
moon to about a week. Keeping this
in mind pack enough ofthe wedding
food to last a week. Don't worry
about breakfast food, if you are do
ing the honeymoon right you won't
be getting up for breakfast anyway.
Next, where to go.
Although an exotic location is
the stereotypical honeymoon spot,
that whole notion - when exam
ined more closely - proves silly.
Consider, please, the primary activ
ity of honeymooners (besides play
ing tennis, of course).
Are honeymooners really inter-

ested in what colors are illuminating
Niagra Falls? Do they really want to
stand around in salt water that makes
them stink and stings the eyes? No.
All these extraneous activities
are incorporated into the trip so the
new couple will have stories to tell
their friends when they return home.
Wouldn't we all feel better about
this ritual if honesty were consid
eredparamount. Wouldn't you rather
hear newlyweds respond to interro
gation with honesty.
Ifsomewell-wishingfriendasks,
"So where did you go for your hon
eymoon?"
Wouldn't, "Motel six" be more
accurate than an hour long rendition
of how beautiful the Caribbean is
this time of year.
Besides, there are other exotic
places besides, say, Jamaica.
I suggest Montana, or Idaho. If

those don't rock your boat there
are 46 other states that would suf
fice.
"How am I supposed to gel
there without spending money," I
hear her asking me.
"Easy," I say.
Borrow a relatives luxury van,
you know, the one with two gas
tanks. Drive west until the first
tank runs dry. Put $2 more in gas
and drive until it dries up again.
That is where you park the van for
the next week.
When the week is over, add $2
to the tank and drive east. Nothing
could be simpler.
Here is the romantic part.
Around the third day ofthe honey
moon the man should go out and
spend $1 on a single red rose.
That is your $5 honeymoon.
Welcome to Wright State Dina.

The Guardian
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wsu
students
to attend
national
conference
Students from Wright State
University will attend the 1992
National Leadership Conference
of Business Professionals of
America in Cincinnati, April 25
28.
The theme of the conference is
"Success Is An Atti!ude.''
During the four-day confer
ence, the students will participate
in contests, workshops and an elec
tion campaign.
More than 3,500 students na
tionwide will attend the confer
ence as top representatives from
the 56,000 national members.
The climax of the conference
will come on the last day as the top
competitors are recognized at an
awards ceremony.
The following Wright State
students will be competing:
Teresa Gray in Legal Applica
tions, Chad McCoy in Prepared
Verbal Communications, Lisa
Perkins in Extemporaneous Ver
bal Communications, Patty Spahn
in Information Processing Special
ist, and Stacy Winner in Office
Assistant.
Valerie Doll serves as the local
adviser to the chapter.

•••••••••••••••••••••••

The 8th Annual
International friendship
Aff atr

Sunday, April 12, 1992
Noon to4 pm
Upper Hearth Lounge and Cafeteria
in the University Center
Free and Open to the Public
.
Feat unng:
• international students' cultural displays
/
• ethnic dancers and music
• coffee, tea and punch at no charge
• an internationa1 lunch and pastries available for purchase
For more information call 873-2712
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WSU's scientific glassblower combines art and science .
"It's the closest thing I know to
having a front row seat in hell,"
says Wright State University's sci
entific glassblower John Dryden,
"because everything is done over
fire." But even so.Dryden is clearly
a man in love with his work.
Dryden operates the glass shop
for WSU's College of Science and
Mathematics, and his work with
glass proves that art and science
are a lot closer than most people
have imagined. His glass shop is
one of three fabrication shops that
suppon scientific research at WSU.
Dryden's love of glass came
early in his career. After earning
his bachelor of science degree in
psychology from Wright State in
1974, Dryden went to work setting
up experiments for Dr. :rhomas
Tieman, professor of chemistry in
WSU 's Brehm lab. Since Tieman
used instruments that required glass
interfaces in his research, he de
cided to bring in the glassblowers
to do the work. Watching these
glassblowers work sparked
Dryden's interest
"Before I knew it, I was very
interested in it," said Dryden. He
started workingwithRichard Grant
from the UniversityofDayton, who Wright State University's scientific glass blower, John Dryaen,
developed a training program for
Dryden. "I was spending all my mirror images of each other."
When you' re working with a piece,
free time working with glass 
"The first time I ever got be
you only get one shot, because the
lunch hours, after work - I would hind the torch, the feeling was like glass is so incredibly tenacious and
even come in early in the morning going home. I knew I was going to when it gets hot, it's sticky stuff.
to work on little exercises he would do this the rest of my life. I didn't Once you bring it together and touch
give me," said Dryden. "I had glass know how ... I just knew this is it, that's it, it's done. You're not
tubes, practice tubes, that I would what I wanted to do." In late 1981, going to get another chance with
take home and while watching TV, WSU hired Dryden as a full-time it."
I would just sit and roll them un
Dryden says that his shop does
glassblower.
derneath my hand. I'd roll the~
just about everything. "I've done
Dryden says glassblowing com
with my left hand, and I'd roll them bines art and science. "It's like everything from cutting plate glass
with my right hand until it just working without a net. If you make for desktops, down to grooving
became a natural reflex to roll the a mistake, you don't just back up a microscope slides for redrawing
glass, so that both hands became little; you have to start all over. micro-orifice pipettes."

aemonstrates his glass blowing expenlse In his laborat
As an undergraduate, Dryden
studied chemistry, biology, phys
ics and mathematics. "I took ev
erything that would have prepared
me for a degree in science. So, I can
understand these people. What
amazed them, the biologists, the
physiologists, the chemists, the
physicists and the engineers, was
that I understood what they were
saying to me. And I could relate
back to them what I understood
about the material to help make the
design better."

Working with glass is not
working with other mater
"You're not only looking al
outside surface, but you're
looking at the inside and wat
the thickness of both walls. Y
have to keep the same thickne
that it has the uniform strength.
you' re notqnly building some
to be functionally useful, but it
has a very high mechanical se
requirement. An axiom of g
blowing is that if it looks good,
good."

A CAREER IN

MEDIA
Now Is the time to stan
thinking about applying
for any of the three
student media positions
at Wright State. These
jobs could give you
valuable experience and
an edge after
graduation.
The Guardian
Nexus Literary Ma~azlne
WWSU 106.9fm Radio
Interested students should
submit applications on or
before April 17th, 1992.
For more Information and an
application contact Karyn
Campbell at 873-2987

Friday April 3
Bill Foley, just returnin
~?'}''?• from a tour in Englan
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ew course teaches
·ternational folk dances
ve the 1992 Winter Olym
es wet your appetite for
of far-away countries? If
consider Wright State
· y •s class in International
Dance that is being offered

g.
Dances from countries such as
, Greece, Turkey. Russia,
· Bulgaria, Armenia,Ruma
Hungary. Czechoslovakia and
will be featured.
' "Dances have been carefully
to represent a wide variety
dance styles and musical
" said course instructor,
Khamis. "This class will
· students with a way to
about the music and culture
countries and have fun

•

is necessary, and no partners are
needed since all dances will be
non-couples dances, he said.
Khamis is the vice-chair of the
Miami Valley Folk Dancers in
Dayton.
He also has taught international
folk dances at Antioch College,
Virginia Tech, and workshops in
Dayton, Cincinnati and Colum
bus.
The class will meet on Mon
days from 7 to 9:30 p.m., in 330
Nutter Center and will carry two
hours of academic credit. Regis
tration continues through April 3.
For information about the In
ternational Folk Dance course, call
the WSU Division of Health,
Physical Education and Recre
ation, 873-3223 or Khamis, 873
2433.

Mulhollan survives
no-confidence vote
In a special March meeting of
the WSU faculty,PresidentPaige E.
Mulhollan and vice president
CharlesE. Hathaway defeated a fac
ulty vote of no-confidence.
One hundred eighty-seven of the
713 eligible faculty members voted
in support of the two administrators

Some campus roads
may be closed for race
On April 18 from 8:30 to 10
a.m. some of the roads on WSU
campus will be closed because of
the 2 Mile Fun Run/5 Mile Road
Race and Training Clinic.
The roads being closed include:
Main Road at Colonel Glenn High
way will remain open to West Lot

Two
·words...
~some

11, butil

r

~ ical sen
ofg
j sgood.

I
···:··

while 132 voted in favor of no con
fidence and 20 abstained.
WSU faculty almost held a no
confidence vote at its regular fall
meeting, but decided against it.
Mulhollan announced lastmonth
he will retire from the WSU presi
dency in 1994.

GUARDIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

fo!' campus parking, the main en
trance to the Nutter Center (inter
section ofColonel Glenn Hwy. and
I-675) will remain open only to
Lots 1, 2, and 3 of the Nutter Center
for race parking, and resident stu
dents will be able to exit campus
via Zink Road.

The Guardian

WSU prof
to speak at
children's
hospital
An assistant professor of the
Wright State University School of
Medicine is scheduled to speak at
the Children's Medical Center in
Dayton.
Jennifer S. Cook, MD, will
speak on growth disorders and treat
ment options at a presentation April
5 at 2:30 p.m. sponsored by Hu
man Growth Foundation, Dayton
Chapter. The HGF is a nonprofit
organization with the stated pur
pose ofimproving medical science.
The presentation is free and
open to the public. Free baby-sit
ting service and snacks will also be
available.

wsu

SPECIAL
WED NIGHT 8:30 pm
to 10:30 pm
$15.00 per lane

---

. . . . .-Coll_

ForR__.......

~

1~FoJt.wlW.

426-6n1

And .s ome
numbers ...

873-2505
Call for information and
rates on placing a
classified ad.

5

Wedriesday
April 8th
10 am - 4 pm
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___O_ninion
Perot throws welcome curveball
Steve McCain
Asst. News Editor
Kevin Kearney
Editor-In-Chief
If self-made rich man H. Ross
Perot follows through with his
announced plan to run as an
independent for president,
Americans could finally have that
long-awaited third candidate:
"None of the above."
Cable News Network's Larry
King Live introduced Perot as "The
only man in America who doesn't
owe any favors," and further
asserted that  since he owed no
favors - the Texas businessman
should run for the presidency. Tens
of thousands of enthusiastic voters
have since called Perot Systems, his
Dallas-based computer company
asking him to do just that.
Perot owes no favors,
according to King, because he's a
self-made billionaire. Perot
immediately discounted a bid for the
presidency, saying he would run
only if volunteers in every state
petitioned to have his name placed
on the 50 ballots.
Volunteers across the country
have initiated just such campaigns.
The interesting thin about the

The,..

G uaru1an
Wrfsbt Sttlte'a Sl9dmt N-.p...

The Guardian is an independent newspaper
printed weekly during the regular school year
and monthly during the summer. The
newspaper is published by students of Wright
State University and printed on recycled
paper. Offices are located at 046 University
Center, Wright State University, Dayton,
Ohio 45435.
Editorials without bylines reflect a majority
of the editorial board (editors and assistant
editors). Editorials with bylines reflect the
opinion of the writer. Views expressed in
columns and cartoons are those of the writers
and artists.
© 1992 The Guardian

ADYERTISING POLICY
The Guardian reserves the right to censor,
reject or disapprove of any advertising copy
in accordance with any present or future
advertising acceptance rules established by
The Guardian.
Appearance of advertising in The Guardian
should not be used to infer the staff supports
or condones the use of any products or
services mentioned therein.

quick and widespread support for
the previous unknown is that Perot
debated no real politics with Larry
King. But at a time of economic
hardship, a self-made and still
successful billionaire certainly is an
attractive option.
And March 30, when Perot
chose retired vice-admiral and
decorated Vietnam veteran James
Stockdale as his running mate, a
tandem ready for contention was
formed.
Politically, Perot sounds
populist in tone while the details of
his views remain obscure. But that
seems sure to change; the Texas
billionaire said he is willing to spend
$50 million to $100 million
("whatever it takes," he said) of his
personal fortune to fund "a good,
first-class campaign." (On Larry
King Live, he said he only wanted $5
to $10 contributions from
supporters - so they have some
stock in his showing as well.)
Whatever his effect, H. Ross
Perot has certainly thrown the long
established, deep rutted American
two-party system a curveball. And
in light of the almost inevitable
"choice" between Bush and Clinton
next November, Perot's candidacy
is a breath of fresh air.
EDITORS
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Apathy wins in SG election
John Stekli
Staff Writer
Once again Student Government
elections have come and gone and
once again the students of this
university have come out in droves
to cast their ballot.
I only wish that was true.
Instead about 1,000 of the 16,900
students here on the main campus,
approximately 5.9 percent,
managed to drag themselves out to
vote.
Why bother to vote in the Student
Government elections anyway, you
ask? After all, the only time that you
hear about SG is around election
time. And they don't really count for
anything, do they?
Well, while SG is not as visible as
such student organizations as the
University Center Board, Inter-Club
Council, or The Guardian, it serves
a role that may well be more
important than the role played by all
three of these organizations
together.
Student Government serves as
the voice of the students and
represents the students to the
administration of WSU, the Ohio
Board of Regents, the Governor of
Ohio and the State Legislature.
This means that all of the
problems, concerns, desires and

wants of a student body of
16,000 students are trying to be
by approximately 20 individ
who are also trying at the same ·
to go to classes, just like you and
It is not an easy job. At times,
an unpopular job. And it is nota.
that waits for students to bee
excited about whatever cause
being undertaken at the time.
Do you remember when
budget cuts were announced last
and
several
new
stud
organizations suddenly sprang
existence to fight the budget c
They were going to shake the pi
ofWSU and solve its problems.
letter to The Guardian (Oct.
"University has failed to ad
student priorities") one organi
said "Don't bother with
ineffective student govern
bureaucrat."
Has anybody heard from
organizations since last fall qu
These students have given up on
university.
Student Government, how
is still there, and while it is far
perfect, SG tries to do the best j
possibly can.
But when the student body
willing to take an active p
selecting its Student Govern
how can anyone take
representatives seriously?

this
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It's
not
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LETIERS TO THE EDITOR

Just grin
and bear it
I'm writing in response
to the letter entitled
"WSU shouldn't promote
condoms" by Aaron
Minch appearing in the
March 12 issue of The

Guardian.

pause

r,e.
[hen
~last

I stud

I appreciate Aaron's
letter and all the work and
thought that was put into
it. It takes a lot of guts to
speak out for your beliefs,
and to cite the Bible in
this manner. However,
there's a big problem in
this country among those
who are sexually active.
It's called AIDS.
Whether it's right or
not is' not the question.
.Premarital sex is a very
real part of our society.
The question is how to
protect those that are
involved. These people
should not be condemned
just because they 're
having sex. Sex is human
nature.
One box of condoms at
a drug store can cost
between $7 and $12. This
can be too expensive for
some people to afford,
regardless of the risk. So
they go and sleep with
someone - or even
several people - possibly
spreading a disease. Now
these people can get three
condoms for $1; this is 12
for $4. Compare that to
the drug store alternative.
The price difference for
12 condoms may not be
very much, but if
someone has the choice to
go to a vending machine
(which, by the way, is

open for 24 hours where a
drug store is not), the
difference could just save
a life.
So, although it may not
be right in your moral
views, the fact is that it
works in preventing the
spread of a fatal disease.
No one is forcing anyone
to use the machines.
Anyway, AIDS is here,
the vending machines are
a possible solution and a
reliable source for safer
sex, so just grin and bear
it.
JENNIFER HAMILTON

WSU isn't
promoting
premarital
sex
I am writing in
response to Aaron
Minch's letter concerning
the availability of
condoms on campus
(March 12, "WSU
shouldn't promote
condoms"). I find your
ideas naive, absurd and
insulting.
First of all, I would like
to point out that
abstinence is not a "cure"
for AIDS. In case you
haven't heard, AIDS has
no cure. To avoid
contracting the HIV virus
which prec.edes AIDS,
abstinence is a good
practice to follow.
However, AIDS is also
transmitted in nonsexual
ways such as blood
transfusions, needle
sharing, and from mother

to fetus. Simply
abstaining from sex will
not keep you from
contracting the HIV virus.
I also have a problem
with your derogatory
views of women.... I
would like to point out
that women are also
known to buy condoms
and sometimes think of
men as a "piece of meat."
You quote the Bible
and make a comment
which alludes to women
who have sex with men
other than their husbands
as prostitutes. Come on!
Maybe back when the
Bible was written, those
women were considered
prostitutes. Today the
majority of women in this
country engage in
premarital sex and I don't
think they appreciate
being referred to as
prostitutes! You declare
that "Those who cannot
wait until marriage for sex
do not love the ones they
have sex with; they are
being selfish." That
statement is as ignorant as
it is untrue. The majority
of people that I know of
who have sex are truly in
love with their partners.
Perhaps you know a
different crowd than I do.
By putting condoms in
the vending machines, the
university is not
promoting premarital sex.
Those who decide to
engage in sexual activity
will do so whether or not
there are condoms
available on campus. The
university is
acknowledging the need
for condoms, and is
willing to supply them
rather than have the

no schools at all.
Second, to imply
Esrati' s experience in
overcoming building
permit problems is an
example of his "ability to
get things done" is
erroneous. What the
incidents show is an
unwillingness on Esrati's
EMILY TEMPLIN
part to obey city laws he
doesn't like. It is a matter
of public record how he
insulted the secretary of
the Landmark
Commission, and then
complained because his
permit was denied. There
was no mention of how he
John Stekli's story on
continued to try to avoid
Dave Esrati (Feb. 27,
obeying the city zoning
"Wright State graduate
code, which was the true
riding the next wave")
cause of his delay in
was very interesting.
Though not very accurate, obtaining his business'
building permit.
and certainly not well
If this is truly an
researched, the article was
example of how Esrati
highly amusing for those
and his marketing
of us who survived the
business has handled the
Esrati era.
Dayton Dynamos, I'm
First, the hockey
surprised they're still
"team" was actually a
playing. As for the
club, because most of the
reporter, if this is the same
players were not students
level of accuracy he
at Wright State. The club
usually displays in his
took over a year to get
writing, Stekli might be
started, even using the
better suited writing for
players from Sinclair, a
Nexus.
couple of local high
MARJORIE ACKERMAN
schools, and some from
student go without.
I would like to
conclude by saying that
premarital sex has and
always will exist. It is up
to humankind to protect
those who engage in it 
not to tell them how evil it
is.

Reader
finds article
amusing

WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND?
Share your opinion with
the
Wright
State
community by writing a
letter to the editor and
addressing it to:

The Guardian-letters

name, telephone number
and class standing.
Libelous or offensive
letters will be rejected, as
will letters that request

money from readers.
The Guardian reserves
the right to reject letters
dealing with theological
Letters should be under arguments or letters which
400 words and include a make allegations that
signature, printed full cannot be proven.
046 University Center
Dayton, Ohio 45435
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Area groups compiling directory of scholarship
Three local organizations have
joined forces to publish a directory
that will include local grant, schol
arship and loan programs available
to area students. The Dayton Post
secondary Education Demonstra
tion Laboratory operated by Wright
State University, the Dayton Foun
dation and the Dayton-Montgom
ery County Scholarship Program are

currently seeking infonnation about
scholarships available to local stu
dents.
The guide will include informa
tion on federal, state and military
programs, as well as general infor
mation on financing a college edu
cation, according to Judy Thomp
son of the Dayton Foundation.
Since students can easily obtain

information from their guidance
counselors about scholarships of
fered by high schools and colleges
for their own students, "we are tar
geting those programs that are open
to a wider population, such as the
ones offered by service groups,
churches and foundations," said
Lillie Howard, Ph.D., WSU's asso
ciate vice president for academic

WSU offers summer camp
If your child is tired of the same

old summer vacation, come toCamp
QuestatWrightStateUniversity,an
exciting summer experience for
giftedandtalentedstudentsdesigned
to expand their educational and per
sonal horizons.
"Communication, Creativity,
and Technology" is the theme for
the liberal arts curriculum which
offers challenging seminars and
workshops in science, math, com
munication, creative writing and
social issues for students in grades
7-9, from July 19-24.
Personal-social dynamics is a
daily component of the summer
camp designed to guide and to en-

courage the personal and social connecting bathroom. The rooms
growth ofparticiimits. Activities and areairconditionedandareequipped
workshops presented will encour with a microwave oven and refrig
age self-development and help pro erator. During recreation, students
mote group interaction, cooperation may enjoy sports and physical ac
tivities, including swimming, ten
and friendship.
Field trips include a visit to the nis, basketball and volleyball. Sce
Dayton Museum ofNatural History nic trails also are available for walk
and a tour of the U.S. Air Force ing and jogging.
A limited number of students
Museum at Wright-Patterson. Stu
dents also will enjoy off-campus will be accepted for Camp Quest
dining experiences. Each group of Feefor the camp is$350. Parents are
twelve students is assigned a resi encouraged to take advantage of a
dential assistant to provide orienta $25 price break by submitting the
application by May 1.
tion, guidance and support
For information, call the Office
Housing is provided on Wright
of
Pre-College
Programs at (513)
State's campus with two students
per room in a two-room suite with a 873-3135.

affairs. "At the present time, that
infonnation is scattered throughout
thecommunity. We'vegathereddata
on a number of programs, but we
need to hear from the community to
make the infonnation as complete
as possible."
Howard said the organizations
hope the infonnation they provide
will help more students find ways to

gotocollegeandtostaythere
graduation.
Theorganizationsexpectto
plete the directory by late sprini,·--
plan to distribute it to area
schools, colleges, universities
libraries.
To have your organizatioo ·
in thedirectory,contactMaiN
at 873-3679 or 873-2311. ·

Cre~tive

writing
workshop offered

Am

Qu

Wright State University re- shops are designed to enc
cently announced plans to con- age self-development and
duct a creative writing seminar mote group interaction, c
for high school sophomores, jun erations and friendship.
iors and seniors.
Openings are available
The workshop is scheduled limited, and students comp
from June 21 to 26, with stu ing the program could earn
dents staying on WSU campus lege credit for English 199.
throughout the week. The focus
Students applying for
will be to teach better and more program before May 1, will
creative writing and how to get ceive a $25 discount'.
student work published.
For more information
'---A-dd_i_ti_on_a_n_y_,p_I_an_n_ed_w_o_rk_-_(_5_1_3)_8_7_3_-3_1_3_s._ _ _..... Creativ
The
~msel

Don't go back to class without going to

•the College Store has the best textbook prices and
·
.largest selection of used books.
•the College Store buys back books anytime.
• the College Store has a complete selection of school
supplies, clothing, backpacks and calculators.
•the College Store has lots of convenient parking just
across the street from W.S.U. next to Chi-Chis.
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Sax quartet to blow into Wright State
·Amherst Saxophone
Quartet brings versatile act
.to Creative Arts Center

rts

com
]?ld earn
flish 199.
For the Amherst Saxophone
ring for
Quartet, tooting their own horns is
"t, 1, will away oflife. The quartet will blow
nt.
ilfo Wright State as part of the
rm aLion
Artist Series April 8 and 9 in the
Creative Arts Center.
;.......-.... The Amherst Quartet calls
~Ives "the string quartet with
no strings attached." Their main
instrument is the saxophone, yet

f

0

l

t

their ensemble sound and strict
adherence to composers' intentions
have often caused their recordings
to be mistaken for those of string
quartets.
The Buffalo-based quartet 
Stephen Rosenthal on te nor,
Salvatore Andolina on soprano,
Russell Carere on alto and Harry
Fackelman on baritone - have
performed together for 15 years at
festivals and concerts across the
United States.
The quartet, artists-in-residence
at Buffalo State College in New
York, has succeeded in establishing
nationwide recognition of
saxophone quartet music as an

The Amherst Saxophone Quartet comes to blow our minds and their horns next week.
American art form. They have been
a performing member of Young
Audiences since 1979, entertaining
more than 100,000 school children
in the past decade.
The quartet's unique style and
versatility allow them to perform
standard chamber music for
saxophone, as well as Baroque and
Classical
music,
special

commissions for the quartet, the
ragtime of Eubie Blake and the
music of other American
composers.
Amherst's performances have
been broadcast nationally on "St.
Paul Sunday Morning," on National
Public Radio's "Music in
Washington" and internationally
on Voice of America. In 1985, the

quartet made its national television
debut on the "Tonight Show."
They will appear in the Creative
Arts Center Wednesday and
Thursday at 8 p.m. They will also
appear Sunday at 8 p.m. in the
Celina Educational Complex
Auditorium sponsored by the
College Community Arts Council
and WSU's Lake Campus.

Watching the skies for tornado trouble
Tornado season returns with the coming of springtime
season is here again. No one knows
when or where one will strike, until
it's usually too late.
At Wright State, with a student
population ofover 17 ,000, knowing
The sky darkens, the rain begins the proper procedures for tornadoes
_,fall and the wind begins to blow. is a must, so that confusion can be
~t of nowhere, a tall black cloud kept to a minimum.
0 The primary notification
lllOves forward, literally shoving
IXherclouds from its path. It almost system is the steady sounding of
the outdoor siren system.
~ as a thing of beauty and
0 The public address system
awe until one notices a column of
will
provide verbal instructions to
IYiirling air reaching down from
lbc bottom of the cloud. With the all upper-level main campus
Jrecision of a surgeon and the buildings, except the Frederick
llindless actions of a maniac, the White Center and the University
A secondary
bnado cuts a swath of savage Apartments.
telephone notification system will
!ruction across the earth.
Houses implode, cars are sent provide warnings to those buildings
lllnbling like forgotten toys, trees as well as the lower campus
P like broken pencils. Debris buildings.
0 Upon hearing the siren or
· ked up in the tornado's funnel
~e200 mile-per-hour missiles rece iving verbal notification,
proceed immediately to the closest
add to its destructive power.
Don't think that you'll never designated shelter. Directional
one. Just ask the people of arrows in the hallways show where
· about tornadoes. You'll see the shelter areas are.
0 Able-bodied individuals are
smiles and many dark looks.
As you may have heard, tornado asked to use the stairs, leaving the

Wllllam Saunders
Spotlight Editor

elevators to the handicapped gully and remain low to the
ground.
population.
Planning
ahead
for
0 Remain calm in the shelter
areas until instructions are received. emergencies is the key to tornado
When at home, identify a weather. The is only time to react
shelter. This could be the central -- there is no time to ponder.
Learn
the
emergency
portion of the first floor such as a
closet, bathroom or interior procedures of your workplace.
Remember, tornadoes are
hallway.
Experts no longer recommend unpredictable and deadly.
seeking shelter in the southwest
comer of the house. Taking cover
under sturdy items, such as a
workbench may provide additional
protection.
Keep away from windows and
other large glass objects due to the
high potential for serious injury
from flying glass.
Do not take time to open
windows and doors. Get to your
selected shelter as soon as possible.
If you are in a mobile home, a
car or outdoors, seek shelter in a
building. Do not remain in the
mobile home or car, since both are
highly vulnerable to overturning
during strong winds. If no cover is
around, seek out a culvert, ditch or

If you need more information
about procedures at Wright State,
or have any questions, contact the
Department of Environmental
Health
and
Safety.
A
brochuretitled "Wright State
University
Emergency
Procedures: Evacuation and
Shelter" can be obtained for later
reference.

D

Deadline for flnancl.i
aid applicltlona

• "Lifetime Challenge: Growing Up and
Growing Older" (lecture)
American Assoc. of University Women
219 Rike, noon

II

tJ

• Business Knowledge Bowl
Upper Hearth Lounge, 10 am.-2 p.m.

• Young Uck Kim (violinist)
Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra
Memorial Hall, 8 p.m.

II

• America Stands for Choice March
Washington, D.C. -- The Mall, 1Oam.

II

II

•Clara's Heart(free movie)

UCB Video
Rathskallar, 11 am.

• Baseball vs. Illinois-Chicago, noon

• Carole Montgomery (comedienne)
Cafeteria, noon
• "Portrait Painters Show"
High Street Gallery
(through April 21)
• Stinging Rain (concert)
Rathskallar, 7 p.m.

m

Palm Sunday

• WSU Dance Ensemble
CAC Festival Playhoose. 3 p.m.

m

• Canoon shorts, video decathelon,
Nintendo, Euchre, Chess, Spades
Rathskellar, 7 p.m.

• Bicycle Thi81 (movie)
Wright State Cinema
116 Heanh Science, 7 p.m.

DJ

Easter

n'I
Iii.I

L•I day for 70%
refund of fee•

• Thelma & Louise (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskellar, 11 a.m.
·Tony Powell (comedian)
Cafeteria, noon

m!J

Earth Week

61

Earth Week

• Gori/as in the Mist (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskallar, 11 a.m.
• Chris Pendleton (comedienne)
Cafeteria, noon
• Richard Linn (violin) and Judi Smith (viola)
CAC

m

Greek Week

• Ugelsu (movie)

Wright Slate Cinema
'\'\6 ""'8al.h Science, 7 p .m .

m

GreekWeek

IJ

•Clara's

Heart (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskallar, 4:30 p.m.

• Clara's

• Amherst Saxophone Ouanet
WSU Mist Series
CAC Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
(through April 9)

• For Colored Girls Who Haven1
Considered Suicide When the Rainbow
lsnf Enough
CAC
(through April 12)

m

m

• Baseball vs. UD, 3 p.m.

• Thelma & Louise (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskellar, 4:30 p.m

fa

Earth Week

Professional
Secretaries Day

f!l

Earth Week

• Voyage in Time
Dayton Ballet
Victoria Theatre, 8 p.m.

• Bad Influence (free movie)
UCB Video

• Bad Influence (free movie)
UCB Video

Rathakellar. 11 a .m .

• Thelma & Louise (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskallar, 1 p.m.

• Gorillas in the Mist (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskellar. 4:30 p.m.

m

GreekWeek

Heart (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathakallar, 1 p.m.

• Gori/as in the Mist (free movie)
UCB l/ideo
Rathst<ellar, 1 p.m.

m

• "Shirley Jerkering Scvlpture Show"
High Street Gallery
(through May 4)

• Sprng Recruitment Fair
P.E. Building Main Gym, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

• Glen Helen Nature Walk
(followed by vistt to Young's Dairy)
Quad, 3:30 p.m.

• "The First Amendment and Freedom al
Expression" - Dr. Dennis Barrie
Contemporary Lecture Series
CAC, 8 p.m.

GreeltWeek

Rathakallar. 4 :30 p.m..

• Glen Helen Wildflower Volksmarch
Yellow Springs Trailside Museum, 9 a.m.
• Baseball vs. Northeast Illinois, 1 p.m.
• Lethal (concert)
Bogart's, 7 p.m.

• Emmylou Hanis
Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra
Dayton Convention Center, 8:30 p.m.

D

• The Guardian open house
046 University Center, 10 am.-4 p.m.

·Science Day
Nutter Center Mclin Gym, 8 am.-6 p.m.

• A Scandinavian Medley
YMCA Travel & Adventure Series
Medical Science, 8 p.m.
• Tru(play)
Victoria Theatre opening, 8 p.m.
(through April 12)

• Baseball vs. Xavier, 2:30 p.m.

70% refund of fee•
and drop fee policy
begina

II

L•t day to reglaw,
add eta- or get
100% refund off...

II!]

m

Im

• Friendship Affair
University Center

• Clara's HeaJf (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskellar, 6 p.m.

• Earth Day Celebration
Beavercreek Rotary Park. 1o a.m.-2 p.m.

• Wralhchild America (concert)
Bogart's, 7:30 p.m.

• WSU Dance Ensemble
CAC Festival Playhoose, 3 & 8 p.m.

• My DinfHN With Andre (moVMI)
Wright State Cinema
116 Heanh Science, a p.m.
• WSU Dance Ensemble
CAC Festrval Playhoose, 8 p.m.

m

Good Friday

L•t day to drop a
claaa without a "W"
• Thelma & Louise (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskellar, 6 p.m.

• My DinrHN With Andre (movie)
Wright State Cinema
116 Health Science, 8 p.m.

m

Passover

• TFL Fun Run/Road Race/Clinic
Nutter Center, 8:30 a.m.-noon
• Easter Eggs'capade Egg Hunt
Triangle Park, 11 a.m.

lil1
lllllii
• Baseball

m

EJlrth Week

GreekWeek

Greek Week

• Kings Island roadlrip
Rike/Visitor Parking Lot, 8 a.m.

vs. UC, 3 p.m.

• Gori/as Jfl the Mist (free movie)
UCB Video
Rathskanar. 6 p.m.
• Mean Slreet (movie)
Wright State Cinema
116 Health Science, 8 p.m.

• Voyage in Time
Dayton Ballet
Victoria Theatre, 8 p.m.

• Voyage m Time
Dayton Ballet
Victoria Theatre, 8 p.m.
Greek Week

• Bad Influence (tree movie)
UCB Video
Aa1hak.ellar, 1 p . m .

• Mean Slr86f (movie)
Wright State Cinema
116 Haanh Science, 8 p.m.

• Lark Quartet (concert)
Dayton Art Institute, 8:30 p.m.

IF YOUR CLUB OR ORGANIZATION IS HOLDING
AN EVENT AND YOU WOULD LIKE IT LISTED IN
THE GUARDIAN MONTHLY, WRITE TO:

The Guardian "Monthly Calendar"
046 University Center
Wright St.-te University
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What did you do today?

POINTS OF LIGHT
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SOMETHING

YOGURT· DELI· DESSERTS

1067 Kauffman Ave.
Skyway Plaza

879·7222

J/

G

0

0

D.

F E E L

0

WORLD C L A S S

DISCOUNT
WITH

PRICES • SERVICE • QUALITY

Now serving great

lunch combo's.

~tVlUl~~Ell

DAT

I

0

N

SOMETHING

lOo/o

wsu l.D.

UN

R

E

A

L.

ALL FACTORY REBATES PLUS

THESE DISCOUNTS
•COLLEGE GRADUATION PROGRAM $500
• FIRST TIME BUYER $400
• ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY $400

See Dealer for details, incentives and rebates on
make and model of vehicle purchased.

«1Uf?;ftl•.J•

IOk:isrnOt)ile

JACK______~
HUELSMAN
AUTO MALL
Gee

1001 N. Broad Street
Fairborn, Ohio 45324

(513) 878-3471
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Internal
Revenue
Service

A Public Service of
This Publication & ~~

fj)

H e wants to do his taxes
but he finds it too difficult to
hold a pencil.

Without your help, he may not
be able to do them.
If you have the desire to help
and a basic aptitude for math, you
could become a part of the IRS
Volunteer Assistance Programs.
1800 829-1040.

Volunteer and help make
someone's taxes less taxing.

BECAUSE IT'S FREE!
Every year the Government publishes thousands of
books. And every year the U.S. Government Printing Office
sells these books to the public. Now there's a book that tells
you about the Government's new and popular
publications-but it 's not for sale ... it's free!
It 's our catalog of books-hundreds of books from
virtually every Government agency. The subjects range from
agriculture, business, children, and diet to science, space,
transportation, and vacations. And there are titles on military
history , education, hobbies , physical fitness, gardening, and
much , much more! There's also a special section for recently
published books.
Find out about the Government's new and popular
books by sending today for a copy of the book we don 't
sell. Write-

Free Catalog
P.O. Box :1 7000
Washington . DC lOOlj -7000
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Instinct sorta, kinda good fVideos
and movies . ar.ino~ncea

BasJc, Instinct
ROWDY'$ RATING

***
GOOD

Eric Robinette
Staff Writer
When I first saw the top-notch
trailer for Basic Instinct I thought
"Wow - this looks like the first
great movie of the year."
Unfortunately, it didn't turn out
that way. Basic Instinct is, to be
sure, a good film, but it is not
nearly as good as it could have, and
should have been. A point-by-point
comparison between the trailer and
the movie, bears this out.
One thing the trailer and the
film do have in common is that
they tell the same story. In the
opening scene, a retired rock star is
brutally murdered by his bedmate,
while having a savage sexual
encounter. Nick Curran (Michael
Douglas), one of those cops with a
troubled past who invites danger at
every tUIT\investigates the case.
The prime suspect is Catherine
Tremell (Sharon Stone), a novelist
who not only bedded the victim,
but also described the murder
scenario in one of her books. She's
one of those intelligent femme
fatales who loves to play head
games wfth people, so she invites
danger at every tum too. Surprise
- these two have a torrid affair,
plunging Nick into a sinister web
that threatens to end his life once
and for all.
The trailer indicates that there
may be some probing, meaningful
psychological exchange between

A CAREER IN

MEDIA
Now Is the time to start
thinking about applying
for any of the three
student media positions
at Wright State. These
jobs could give you
valuable experience and
an edge after
graduation.
The Guardian
Nexus Literary Magazine
wwsu 106.9fm Radio

I

Interested students should
submit applications on or
before Aprll 17th, 1992.
For more information and an
application contact Karyn
Campbell at 873-2987

the characters. However, Joe
Eszterhas' infamous $3 million
script is really nothing more than
sleazy pulp fiction replete with
ham-fisted
dialogue
and
unbelievable story points. For
example, Nick has shot four
innocent tourists in five years 
and he's still on the force? This is
all very distracting at first, but once
onerealizesBasicinstinctwants to
be nothing more than the film
equivalent of a cheap paperback
thriller, one tends to ignore all the
hyperboles and concentrate on
other things, like the performances.

The trailer's performances are
consistently very good, and the film
lives up to the trailer on that point.
Though Douglas' acting is
overdone, it's nevertheless a
pleasure to see him portray an
intense, memorable character, after
having recently seen his formidable
talents submerged in Shining
Through. George Dzundza
hilariously complements him as his
partnerGus,anditdoesn'thurtthat
he's the only remotely likable
character in the film.
It is Sharon Stone, however,
who really delivers the goods. Her
striking physical presence and her
ability to be both treacherous and
touching carry the movie extreme! y
well. She is the main reason this
film is a gocxt one.

Repair
VOLK.

&

Some credit must also go to
director Paul Verhoeven (Total
Recall) for keeping the film
consistently intriguing. He doesn't
display all the verve and originality
that the trailer promises, for the
highly touted sex scenes are
repetitive and languidly staged 
theyworkonlybecauseofDouglas'
and Stone's acting. But on the
whole, his intensive work gives the
film some life and helps to override
the excesses of the script
But while Verhoeven's
direction makes Basic Instinct
succeed fairly well as a thriller, it
can'tprevent the movie from failing
as a mystery. The trailer succeeds,
because it keeps us wondering who
the killer could be all the way
through. The script allows us to
finger the killer within the first half
hour and never tries to keep us
interested by making us believe we
might be wrong until the very stupid
end. Then we're shown a final shot
which seems to incriminate
someone else who could not
possibly be the culprit based on the
evidence presented. In the end,
we'releftconfounded,thelastthing
a whodunit should do.
All together then, you have two
choices: the trailer or the film. The
trailer is arousing, thrilling,
intriguing and has good
performances. The film also has
these, but to a much less successful
degree. The question is, do you
want to stay home and watch an
exciting trailer for free, or do you
want to pay for the full experience
of a movie that is only good? I
leave it to you.
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music albums worth hearing

~~d.

'~Mist,

nlty to
be nice
e letS us

mi Amos has a voice which
getting compared to Kate
one of those fragile high
that always sounds like it is
to break. Her music is
gly based on the piano
t the album, and she is a
pianist.
Teti Amos has just released her
album,Little Earthquakes. It
· thesong"SilentAll These
"which both MTV and VH-

Amos shines the brightest. She has
that ability to cut deep to the bone
emotionally, similar to Sinead
O'Connor. She consistently ex
plores trying to find her voice in a
world dominated by men.
She consistently cuts straight
to the brutal truth. Look at this lyric
from "Precious Things": "I wanna
smash the faces/ of those beautiful
boys/ those Christian boys/ so you
can make me come/ that doesn't
make you Jesus."
The strongest song on the album
is the a cappella "Me and a Gun."
This song about a woman trying to
survive a rape is so brutal, so honest,
that it sent shivers up my spine. The
song alone is worth the price of the
album. But the rest of the album is
almost as weighty. It makes Little
fiarthquakes by Tori Amos the de
but album to be reckoned with in

·1992.

Strengths:
ToriAmos's
blunt lyrics,
Adrian Belew's
technical
brilliance

Adrian Belew

ROWDY'S RATING

****

EXCELLENT

Scott Copeland
Staff Writer
Adrian Belew may not be as
strong a lyricist as Tori Amos, but
he is an amazing musician. He
proves this with his latest album,
Inner Revolution.
Through many years of prac
tice, Belew has evolved into a su
perb producer and song craftsman.
The variety of sound is amazing. I
can always tell which song from
the album is playing, yet they hold
together as a cohesive unit. The
only person who has done this bet
ter in recent years is Paul Simon,
and he had to go to other continents
for help. Belew is working alone.

Belew is not as strong a<; a lyricist,
though.
The title song is a spouting off
about looking inside yourself to
solve all your problems. "Only A
Dream" is a simplistic look at the
environmental problems.
The saving grace is that he
doesn't seem to be taking himself
too seriously. This is how he de
scribes "Standing in the Shadow":
"Let's face it, it's a pretty blatant
song about having great sex. I
mean it's a tastefully tender love
song about a relationship with
someone." ''I'd Rather Be Right
Here" is his lighthearted look al his
hate of travel.
Ultimately. the complaints
about some ofthe lyrics are minute.
When you are faced with music as
great as this, you don't complain.
You sit back and enjoy it. So that is
what I'II do.

A CAREER IN

WSU Book Co-Op
Manager Wanted
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TheWSUBook
Co-Op is now
accepting
applications for
the position of
manager.

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Supervises 25-30 employees and
oversees all departments. Knowledge
of newswriting, ed~ing, AP style, ad
sales, production and mana9ement are
essential. For more information contact
Student Media Coordinator Karyn
Campbell at 873-2987 or Faculty
Advisor Jeff John at 873-2030

•

April 10th

rlf

For more information
lired and an application, stop
~er, we
b y the Book Co-Op, 031
hers of

EDITOR

106.9fm WWSU

CALL (513) 293-1725
TODAY
3077 KETTERING BLVD. •SUITE 319

l f?/''

1aritas,
r Drive

u.c.

NEXUS

Literary Magazine

CNersee production and content of
Wright State's Literary M0l9azine.
Applicants should be familiar with
current trends in literature, poetry and
art. For more information contact
Student Media Coordinator Karyn
Campbell at 873-2987 or Faculty
Advisor James Thomas at 873-2935.

/\.

urritos

Now Is the time to start
thinking about applying
for any of the three
student media positions
at Wright State. These
jobs could give you
valuable experience and
an edge after
graduation.

The~.
uaru1an
G..............
,._.,,....

~

D eadline for submitting
an applicat~on is

MEDIA

Kaplan Test Prep
~TheAnswer

© 1992 Sr.mk, H . h:.1pbn Edut:.11io11.1I Cmtn Ltd

Student Operated Radio

GENERAL MANAGER
Assume direct day-to-day responsibility
for the successful and legal operat10n
of Wright State's federally licensed 1O
watt radio station.For more information
contact: Student Media Coordinator
Karyn Campbell at 873-2987 or Faculty
Advisor Bill Hanks at 873-3179.

Interested students should
submit applications on or
before April 17th, 1992.
For more Information and an
application contact Karyn
Campbell at 873-2987
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Joe Pescl makes a move In the hllarlous My Cousin Vinny.

*

The Cutting Edge
Paul M. Glaser, that washed up actor from Starsky and Hutch, should
not be allowed to direct another film. A few years ago, he took a decent
script (The Running Man) and produced true mediocrity. Now he takes
an awful script and produces a disaster.
Moira Kelly and D. B. Sweeney, the two figure skaters who slowly
fall in love, are very good and absolutely believable in their respective
roles. In fact, they cancel out the wholly inadequate script. But they do
not come close to canceling out the inept direction of Paul M. Glaser. (S.
Copeland)

A$500
Scholarshi~ Toward
Worry-Free
Transportation.
\

Ladybugs zero
It is bad enough that this film includes Rodney Dangerfield's brand
of alleged comedy, or that it has an utterly predictable sports plot (Quick
-what do you think the odds are they win the championship!). But.this
film revolves around pre-teen girls, and yet is full of sexual come-ons and
double ententes. Basically, the movie makers ask you to lust after these
girls. That is completely immoral and inexcusable. (S. Copeland)

My Cousin Vinny

''

\Y. .
I

***

The previews looked terrible. The movie is written by Dale Launer
(Ruthless People), and he wouldn't write an unarnusing script, would he?
Ofcourse not.Joe Pesci has the greatest opportunity to show off his comic
timing, and Marisa Tomei proves to be a real discovery as his match. This
film has nothing new to offer pur culture - except a good laugh.
Sometimes, that is all a film needs to do. (S. Copeland)

****

White Men Can't Jump
Writer-director Ron Shelton, who scored big in 1988 with Bull
Durham does it again with this gem abouttwo hustlers (Woody Harrelson
and Wesley Snipes) who play basketball as though their fortunes depend
on it, which indeed they do. Snipes plays so he and his wife can afford to
live in a decent house,
while Harrelson plays so
he and his girlfriend can
just plain stay alive.
Like Bull Durham,
White Men Can't Jump
succeeds because of all
around great acting,
exciting game scenes,
Shelton's penchant for
fast, colorful dialogue
and the tremendous
heart he injects into his
story, making the picture
much more than a mere
sports movie.
The film falters with
an overly sappy ending,
but by that point I was so
won over, it hardly Woody Harrelson and Wesley Snipes
mattered. (E. Robinette) play ball In White Men Csn't Jump.

Pre-Approval from Ford Credit and
$500 Cash Back from Ford for College Graduates
from

r:m.5111.1,tJi·)J.4

Your scholarship - which
means "a lot of hard work" earned you a degree.
It's also earned you the
opportunity to start your career
with a new set of wheels .. .
$500 Ford factory cash back ...
and pre-approved credit!•
All you need is a Bachelor's or advanced
degree earned between October 1, 1990
and December 31, 1992 ... (you're also
eligible if you're currently enrolled in
graduate school) . .. a decision to purchase

or lease ... and to take delivery
by December 31 , 1992.
So let your scholarship
earn another one from us .. .
$500 cash back ... and credit
that's pre-approved!

Ford Credit Gets You Going

,.
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Cox named MVP after national tournament
Ken Paxson
Assistant Sports Editor
The WSU men's wheelchair
basketball team ended the season
on a sour note.
On March 13-14, the Raiders
dropped their last two games of
the season at the 15th National
Intercollegiate Wheelchair Bas
ketball Tournament in Carbon
dale, Ill. WSU was faced with the
unenviable task of playing de
fending champion Texas-Arling
ton in the first round and were
pounded 91-19.
The Raiders then took on in
the consolation game against
Southern Illinois, who had already
defeated them four times this year.
The fifth meeting was no differ
ent. Despite a 20 point outburstby
Todd Cox, WSU was handed the
loss49-27.
"This year's tournament had a
very strong field. Both UTA and
Illinois were ranked in the Na
tional Wheelchair Basketball
Association's top 25," said coach
Andy Krieger. "Our goal was to
finish third. Unfortunately, SIU
was too strong for us."
The Raiders tough schedule
and injury to starter Bill Kennedy,
led to a heartbreaking 8-19 finish
for the young team. "The season
was very frustrating for both the
players and the coaching staff.
Whenever a team loses many
games it is going to be emotionally
tough."

Men's Te~nis
Bullenbacher andBeverly

Women 1s Tennis
Walter, Dianna Ma;shall

Wheelchair Bask:etban·
Todd Cox :.<•::rn.;:...:..

;:··

WSU d. F1a. Int'l S-4
Fla. Int1 d.
~3
WSU d.B~fur
.
.
.
.
.
~#f
·.
~'!;J

wsu

:::·:::~:

Softball
b1b Camlinad.WSU 7-{)
Carolina d. WSU 10-0

WSU d. Francis ~7-l
Rud. Francis Marlon 8-3 ·•·
SU d. Coastal calnti~ 1-6

CoaMal Cai:Otiaiiid.WSu

Wright State's Todd Cox (34) was named the team MVP after leading the Raiders In
scoring, rebounding and steals. Wright State finished the season 8-19 after losses at the
National Wheelchair Tournament.
Although
the Raiders
struggled, Krieger was upbeat
about the team and the progress of
the players. Junior Todd Cox was
named MVP for his impressive
contributions to this year's squad.
Cox performed well in the
tournament (33 points and 14 re
bounds), and led the team in al
most every category during the
season. He led in scoring (17.8
ppg), rebounding (7.5 rpg), field
goal percentage (.392), three-

"Matt showed remarkable
point field goal percentage (.308),
improvement
through the course
assists (35) and steals (40).
"Todd did an outstanding job of the season," said Krieger. "His
in terms of leadership both on and defensive intensity was outstand
off the court. His scoring ability ing."
Cononver provided needed of
carried the team."
Two other players that showed fensive, finishing the season as
surprising leadership and scoring the club's second leading scorer
ability were freshman Matt Reis (4.0 ppg).
"Rob was asked to handle the
and junior Rob Conover. Reis was
voted the club's Raider Award for ball and play tough defense, two
team leadership and started 18 of jobs he did with some consis
tency."
24 games.

Softball posts good showing on road ! Hoopla update
Apr{l5 .

..

kids were out of the mood. It was so far," Hawker said. "Dodson
made the all-tournament team as a
an expensive week injury wise."
catcher in the Cambell Invita
Despite the injuries, the Raid
A tough schedule has taken its ers still enjoyed a good showing tional."
Wright State's three wins
toll on the WSU softball team, down south.
came
against Francis Marion (7-1
"We are as strong defensively
causing two players to go down
and8-3)
and Coastal Carolina (I
in
the
past,"
as
we
have
been
with knee injuries. Despite the
O).
"We
also
have
fresh
Hawkersaid.
loss, the Raiders went 3-7 on the
"We were playing teams with
men who put the bat on the ball.
road trip.
"We look real strong. We went records like 21-7," Hawker said.
Wright State lost first baseman
Julie Harris and catcher Julie Bias four scoreless innings against "We hadn't even played a game
in the same game against South South Carolina and we didn't get yet. It gave us a chance to work the
a run ruled in either game. After kinds out. It was a good experi
Carolina.
The Gamecocks were ranked they played us, they moved up to ence for them."
The Raiders will travel to
13th in the nation before playing ninth."
Two players stood out for the Dayton, April 1 and host Butler,
Wright State and won both games
April 2. WSU kicks off the North
Raiders on the trip - pitcher Ju
7-0 and 10-0.
Star Conference April 4-5 against
"The injuries took the wind out lie Sroufe and catcher Beth Dod
Akron and Cleveland State at
of the girls sails," said Wright son.
"Sroufe has played real well, home.
State coach Jerry Hawker." The

._ ,........ at Illinois-chicag6' Greg Billing
all
Cleve.land St. Sports Editor
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WWSU is sponsoring a
3-on-3 basketball tourna
ment April 5 on the Quad.
The entry fee is S6 per
team and registration forms
can be obtained at 044 UC.
Payment must be made in
advance.
The teams will compete
for cash prizes and T-shirts
will be given away during
the tourney. The tourna
ment, originally scheduled
for March 12 was cancelled
due to poor weather.
For more information,
call Pat Griffen at 429
1387, Chris Riva at 879
6431 or the WWSU sports
deparunentat873-2000.
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Tennis teams taking different directions
Runners ready to
invade Wright State

I'

(

Greg Billing
Sports Editor

1

Approximately 400 runners
will be pounding the pavement
April 18 at Wright State during
the Total Fitness Lifestyle Run.
The event will feature two races
- a five-mile run and two-mile
fun run -covering the campus,
forcing road closings.
Colonel Glenn to the Main
Road will be open to the West
Lot, but Kauffman Road to Main
Road and K-Lot will be closed.
Colonel Glenn to Center Road
will also be closed.

The Wright State women's ten
nis team has picked up where it left
offlast quarter, while the men con
tinue to struggle. The women re
sumed play after the fall schedule
with a 9-0 thrashing ofOhio North
ern. The men, meanwhile, dropped
a 7-2 meet with Augusta.
On the women's side, Lisa
Walter and Dianna Marshall both
improved to 7-3 with convincing
wins. Walter won at first singles
and Marshall took second singles.
Third-singles player Mandi
Mullins evened her record at 5-5.

For residents in The Woods
and Forest Lane, use Zink Road
only.Forthoseliving in Hamil
ton Hall, Main Road will allow
access.
Registration for the run will
be from 7-8:30a.m. in theNut
terCenter'sMcLinAuditorium.
Those surviving the race are
eligible to attend a training
clinic.
For more infonnation, con
tact Jeff Lucas at 873-3259 or
Mike Baumer at 873-2771.

At fourth singles, Beth Starrett
improved to 4-6, Kelli Price , 2-0,
won at fifth singles . Rounding out
the sweep for the Raiders was Jen
nifer Keithley-Fenton, 1-1.
In doubles action, Marshall and
Mullins claimed the first singles
match, Walter and Starrett won at
second singles, and Keithley
Fenton· ·and Ginger Rapp won to
preserve the shutout.
On the men's side, Brecky Cata
lan was the lone victor in singles
action. The freshman improved to
3-2 with the win in first singles.
The men pushed Augusta to the
limits with close games, but
couldn't get over the hump to grab

a win. Of the 14 sets the Raiden
lost, six ended 6-4 and three end~
6-3.
The Raiders had to wait un~I
the last match in doubles before
they were victorious again as Brian
Beverly and Darren Bollenbacher
upped their record to 2-0 in third
singles action.
The women travel to Marshal\
April 1 and Thomas More April4,
while hosting Ohio Wesleyan April

7.
The men, rained out agai~
Dayton, hosted Northern Kentuc~ On Mar
March 31 and host Xavier April I
• ~
Statswerenotavailableatpr~!W

for the Northern Kentucky matcl

Reds reside on top National League once again
additions of Greg Swindell, Tim
Belcher and Bip Roberts have
strengthened this team to its 1990
level.
The only problem I foresee for
The rriajor league baseball the Reds is Rob Dibble's shoulder
season is once again upon us and trouble. If Dibble doesn't come
just in time. TheRedsdon'texpect back at full strength the Reds could
to disappoint anyone this season as be without a strong closer.
they and the other teams in the
The Los Angeles Dodgers
National League prepare to do should get within five or six games
battle in the increasingly of the Reds, but defense will
competitive Western and Eastern ultimately prove to be their
divisions. Some major shuffling downfall. The reason the Dodgers
among teams has made things very will put up a fight is the incredible
interesting and here are the way outfield they have assembled. The
things should shape up in 1992.
trio ofEric Davis, Kal Daniels and
First off lets taclcle the Western Darryl Strawberry should provide
Division. The winner should be a punch that no other team in the
obvious this year: the Reds. They West can match. That is assuming
won't run away with it, but by the Davis is happy and the three play
end of the season their powerful , the majority of the season.
pitching staff will have worn down '
The Atlanta Braves are still a
the competition and they will glide very good team and could challenge
into the playoffs. Off season the Dodgers for second place. The

Ken Paxson
Assistant Sports Editor
Sports Column

pitching staff of Steve Avery, John
Smoltz and Tom Glavine will be
thenucleusoftheteamastheBraves
try to get back to the World Series
with basically the same team as
1991.

"THE Los

ANGELES Dooo

ERS SHOULD GET WITHIN FIVE OR SIX
GAMES OF nm

REos,

Bur DEFENSE

Wil.L ULTIMATELY PROVE TO BE

THEIR DOWNFALL.''

The San Francisco Giants
should take fourth place because of
experience and some strong young
pitchers acquired from Seattle for
Kevin Mitchell. The Giants just
don't have the offensive firepower
to make a run at the top three teams.
The San Diego Padres and

Houston Astros will be out of the
race by July and be doomed to fight
it out in the cellar. Next up, of
course, is the Eastern Division.
Look for the ChiCago Cubs to
dethrone the distraught Pittsburgh
Pirates and thePhiladelphiaPhillies
to make a run at the championship.
Cubbie Greg Maddux is the
mainmanintherotation,butDanny
Jackson could regain his fonn and
rival the excellent season he had in
1988 with theReds. The Cubs have
always had a good offensive team
and that should help them win the
title.
The Pittsburgh Pirates should
still manage to take second and
possibly makearun atthe title. The
Pirates have a very talented club
even without Bobby Bonilla
pounding out the home runs. Barry
Bonds and Andy Van Slyke are
excellent fielders and hitters, and
the pitching is there with 1990 Cy

lbe WSU
ifi
SCffi I

ir!dCup l
·cenHall

Young Award winner Doug DraM
and 20-game winner John Srni~!
anchoring the starters.
The Philadelphia Phillies art
the New York Mets figure to bank
it out down in the third spot.
The Mets field a strong outf~
with the addition ofBobby Bonifli
This gives them three goo:
outfielders in Bonilla, Howr.
Johnson and Vince Coleman. Tl
Phillies, however, finished stro'!
in 1991 andareprobablyrebuild~
towards a run at the title in a fci
years.
What is there left to say a
the last two teams?
. - Montreal will probably
"'doomed to the bottom of
- division until Canada becomes
--state and the St. Louis Card''·•_ ___.
will likely pull in above the Ex
with the capable managing of!
Torre and the adequate pitching
Bryn Smith and Jose Deleon.

th
b

Blue Jays fly high in American League and World Series
Greg Billing
Sports Editor
Sports Column
The battle for American League
supremacy rests with four teams in
1992- Toronto, Boston, Oakland
and Chicago. Looking at the East,
Toronto has claimed three division
titles in the last seven years and
will do it again in '92 with possibly
the best rotation in baseball.
TheBlueJaysfive-manrotation
of Jack MoITis, Jimmy Key, Todd
Stottlemyre, Juan Guzman and
Dave Wells should overpower AL
hitters.
Here's how the divisions stack
up:
The AL East won't measure up

to Toronto's play, especially with with Gold Glove winner Roberto Tom Brunanskycombined for209
the starters and bullpen. Morris Alomar atsecond,KellyGruberat RBI'sand39homeruns.AddWade
and Key could easily win 20 games third and John Olerud at first. Last Boggs average of .322 in there and
and the remaining three should also season Olerud set career highs in the Sox are sure to score runs.
reach double digits.
The rest of the division:
Detroit, Baltimore, New
The bullpen is just as
dominating with Tom
York,
Milwaukee,
ORONTO HAS CLAIMED THREE DIVISION TI11.ES
Henke and Duane Ward.
Cleveland.
Henke rattled off 25 IN TilE LAST SEVEN YEARS AND WILL DO IT AGAIN IN '92
In the AL West,
WITH POSSIBLY THE BEST ROTATION IN BASEBALL."
Minnesota won't reclaim
consecutive
save
opportunities before going
first after a miracle season.
down with an injury. Ward
Instead the heavy hitters
filled in well with 23 saves, 132 doubles, home runs and RBI's.
will emerge. When speaking of
Their closest competition will heavy hitters, Chicago's amazing
strikeouts in 107 innings pitched.
Offensively, the outfield come from the Red Sox. Pitchers Frank Thomro; (.318, 32 HR, 109
combination ofDevon White (.282 Roger Clemens and Frank Viola RBI) comes to mind. Thomas leads
BA, 110 runs scored, 17 HR) and should provide an excellent one
a team ready to explode, but will be
JoeCarter(33HR, 108RBI)mixed two punch, but it won't be enough. stopped short again by the A's.
in with designated hitter Dave
Poor pitching and lack of
The Sox will be content thanks
Winfield (28 HR, 86 RBI) should to offensive power. The outfield of fundamentals cost Oakland as they
power the Jays. The infield is solid Ellis Burks, Mike Greenwell and grew used to not having a challenge

"T

during their dynasty days. Th
days are over, but the glory da1
will once again return to the
area.
Marie McGwire, Jose Can
Dave Henderson and Rick
Henderson will once again s
terror in opposing teams. For
least one more year, anyway.
But it all comes down to
pitching in this race. Last Y
Chicago lost 15 of 17 games
August primarily due to lack
veteran pitching.
The rest of the division sha
up like this: Minnesota, Te
Seattle, Kansas City. Californ~
Look for Toronto to t
Cincinnati in the World Series,
keep this in mind - I also pie
Buffalo to win the Super Bowl

Sports
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SU students receive crash course in cricket
a couple hours of coverage and try toseeEnglandbat(abouttwohours) awaiting his tum. The bowler is
to give the students at WSU a gen and I think I got the basics down, so appropriately called that because
eral understanding of the exciting here it goes:
he gets a running start and throws
and extremely confusing game of
The game of cricket appears to the ball (similar to a baseball) at the
cricket.
be very similar to baseball and in ground, bouncing it toward the
During spring break, while
Because I knew absolutely some aspects I guess it is, but as batsman. The batsman in turn
midentswereenjoying warm nothing about cricket I enlisted the you will see it is played much dif- swings a wicket -- similar to a bat.
r in Aorida or the unpre help of Ganesh
The wicket is
le weather in Dayton area, Narayanswami , a
wider than a bat
miernational students stuck at graduate student
OU REALLY HAVE TO SEE THE GAME TO APPRECIATE IT. IT
and allows the
arranged something to take from India who
batsman to angle
LOOKS LIKE AN INTERESTING GAME TO FOLLOW AND THE FOLKS IN
· minds off the results of their helped put together
the ball anywhere
ENGLAND, AUSTRALIA, PAKISTAN, INDIA, AND ZIMBABWE WOUID
gai~ exams.
the broadcast. He
in the field so the
ARGUE THAT IT IS MUCH BEITER THAN BASEBALL."
tu~ On March 20, 22, and 24 the patiently tried to
10 fielders can at
pnll
· students(withthehelp explain the metempt to catch the
WSU TV center) broadcast chanics of the game as we watched ferently. The layout is much like ball.
semifinals and finals of the England take on South Africa.
baseball since it is played on a
If the ball is not caught, the two
The first thing that hit me about similar field. But, the pitcher batsmen run back and forth ex
dCup live via satellite in 111
nHall. The semifinals were cricket is its length. It takes seven (bowler) and two batters (batsmen) changing places as many times as
in Australia and the final in hours to play one full game! So are in the middle of the field on a possible before the fielders get the
Zealand. Since it is a rela---- those of you who complain that rectangular dirt area that is 22 yards ball to the wicket keeper (catcher).
A run is scored for each lime the
y unknown sport here in the football or baseball takes too long, long.
A batsman stands at each end batsmen exchange places and the
~I felt compelled to go watch- think again. I stayed long enough

Paxson
stant Sports Editor
rts Column

"Y

Just

score is usually in the 2(XJ to 3()()
range.
Now that we have some under
standing of how the action takes
place, I'll explain why cricket takes
so long to play. The batting side
has a three hour or 50 over <six
balls bowled = one over) limit,
whichever comes first. After that,
the teams take a much needed 4 5
minute break before the second
team bats. And just like baseball,
the team with the most runs wins.
Have you got all that? Prob
ably not, but neither do I and I
watched it for two hours with the
help of an informed fan. You re
ally have to see the game to appre
ciate it. It looks like an interesting
game to follow and the folks m
England, Australia, Pakistan , In
dia, and Zimbabwe would argue
that it is much better than baseball.

For information on campus routes,
schedules, and money-saving bus
passes, call the RTA Ride Line at

tilke

226-1144

the
bus.
Yoa'it out of money.

-IO

Yo\D' car won't start. You can't

f~ parking.

Yaua tired of bumming rides. If it's all about getting where you
go, why hassle?

""taU w RTA bw.

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nurs
ing offers ... professional
challenges.
Plus new study op
portunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Anny.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Anny Nurse Corps Recruiter.

·: ,.Th~': nu'm~~r of,spaces have been
.,.

· ·.· increased.
:):lf .·.

.·.·

Creative Arts Center Lot - B Zone
The ouritt>er of spaces ht:,t"e been
·.·.
..,::< ' ·· increased~
··

The Ldwer lot remote resident

spac;~$tbav~t>ijen decreased due

.. , , ">to construction.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

.
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I~ HELP WANTED
An anendant needed for morning summer
B session . Bathing, dressing, personal
hygeine. Applications now being accepted .
Contact Man at 427-3447. $5 an hour.
$40,000lyrl READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts. Fill out simple "like/don't like" form .
EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
vacanons. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE
24 Hour Recording 801-379-2925 Copy
llOH10KEB
HOLIDAY INN -If you want to work PT or
FT , AM or PM shihs, the Holiday Inn
Fairborn may have something for you .
Pos1nons are now availablein all areas of
the hotel. Don't delay, apply today at 2800
Presidential Dnve .

Ic

CALL TODAY
Q

1-800-669-7678

*'
....
RECYCLE

commentary, stories covering entertainment and sports,
editorials, comics and classifieds, you don't have to look
any further than your nearest Guardian News Bin. The
Guardian Is your student-run newspaper.

1

11 "Gall

the
aut

15 Plac

1st ANNIVERSARY
BLOW-OUT!

a er·

16 For

18 Freu
ter
19 Lon
wrig
Buy one shampoo cut & stylege1 21 Pavi
one half-price or $3.00 off ooe
mat
shampoo, cut, style.
22 Ped
Sculptured Nails only ... $35 2C Ma
$10.00 off European Perr!ll
pub
$5.00 off European Colors 25 Aft
or Frosts
or a
Otter expires 4115192
Be'

a; ph~1

Klaufsun Tanning
Patty Whitt, Receptionist; Lisa Lewis,
Hairstylist; Brenda Renner, Hairstylist; Kim
Bishop, Owner, Stylist; Bonita Pence,
Receptionist; Not pictured Julie Mowell, Nail
Technician. Walk-ins Welcom;,4

10943 Lower Valley Pike .
Medway, OH

510 Min........ .. - . . . $43.111 ., F

L t f:,

3 Month unlimited ..... $80.111

b STYLE
O \J..
~
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849 _ 006 ~

AMY APARTMENTS, VILLAGE OF
RIVERSIDE- adjacent to Area B, WPAFB,
4.8 Ml. to WSU , 1 Bdrm dlx, ww carpet, Al
C, 600 sq . tt.; ample, lighted parking; quiet,
secure area. # 11 & #23 RTA bus out front.
UNFURNISHED- $280-350/mo.
FURNISHED- $310-360/mo.
Summer roommate needed! $130/month,
electricity and utilities included. Must be a
non-smoker. If interested , call Walter or
Jim at 879-0316

1m SERVICES
NEED A PAPER TYPED? CALL or FAX
Gene at 878-7459. Word Processing- 
term papers, thesis, dissertations. Fast
reliable services.

Repeatablllty Bonuses
for New and Return
Bonuses

ABET WORDPROCESSING. Specializing
in academic manuscripts and formats
(APA). Resume service, correspondence.
Reduced student rates plus 20% first vi~it
discount. Rush jobs. 429-2475.

•Pay-unexpected Bills
• Earn up to $150 per mont

C9' PLASMA ALLIANCE
~-

_ _ _ _ HOURS - - 
e~ a.m.  8:30 p.m.
Mon.  Thurs.
6:30 a.m. • 6~00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 a.m. • 3;00 p.m.
Sat6Sm.

A BETIER RESUME You have a big
investment in your education. Don't blow it
with a do-it-yourself resume. As a former
personnel manager, I'll write a laser-printed
resume that will get your attention and
respect' I'll tell you how to reach your
employers and what to say. High quality.
Low price. Student discount. Free
interview. Steve Coleman. A BETTER
RESUME . 278-3242
Scholarship Information S.rvlCH can
help you find money tor college. Every
student 1s eligible . Our Comprehensive
Database, with over 200,000 listings,
represented over $10 billion in private
sector financial aid. Our service matches
students to awards based on information
provided, 1nduding career plans, family
heritage and academic interests. We
guarantM to find you at least seven
sources of private sector financial aid or
we will refund yovr money. Call 1-800-484
8062 Todayi

Committed to Autophernls •
the tut..t. aarest way lO donate Ptaema

TYPING, from $1.50/page. Printing, spell
check only, $1/page. Laser quality.
AScademic man~ripts, fromats (APA).
Complete resume service. 20% first visit
discount. ABET . 429-2475.

115E. Hl.... SU'Mt
cal 224-1973 tor det.alll

NJ good for· any alze
Bllng ad and school I.

-

$20.00 for first v

0

Cl
UD

~tye

Cl

!Pl RENT/ HOME

INCOME TAX PREPARATION. IN-HOME
OR OFFICE SERVICE. SAME DAY
SERVCIE . REASONABLE RATES.
EXPERIENCED . CALL JO ANN
NUMBERS, CFP 253-4343 M-SAT 8AM
8PM.

oesc

6 Gelti
grou

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---'13Flo0

PERSONALS

Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet
there anytime for $169 for the East Coast,
$229 for the Midwest (when available) with
AIRHITCHI (Reported in Let's Go! & NY
Times .) AIRHITCH® 212-864-2000.

ACf

For full coverage of Wright State news, insightful
Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs, Groups, Teams
NOBRAINER
FUNDRAISER
Absolutely No Investment!
Earn hundreds of dollars per
day! $1,000 or more per week!
Ask for Darren between
9:00 am & 5:00 pm

! Rag
29 Sta
31 Gro

32

err
Ask

Comic redacted due to copyright

Comic redacted due to copyright

Comic redacted due to copyright
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New Russ Engineering building to open soon
I
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photos by Tony Ci arl

On April 13 the 173,000 square feet of space of the $20.4 mllllon Fritz
Dolores Russ Engineering Center wlll be ready for occupation. Classes In
bulldlng will begin during the summer quarter and a grand opening cerem
;ascheduledforthefall. According to Lynette Heard, university spokeswo
the bulldlng has more of an office bulldlng atmosphere as opposed to
academic one with a large atrium. The bull ding will have 1O classrooms
63 laboratories for undergraduate and graduate stµdents.

mo... out of your digital

sc:turced music. They

come

In 54. 74. 94 a

100 minute lansths In Type II and Type I
.W ith a newly designed ultra sllm case. A

wldor dynamic range, with full frequenc
reapGnM for clear. cmp tonality.
So how can you best record from digiU
sour-oed music? On~ on• way. SONY.
BeawrcrHk

Luaru• Ken.rin g c.nw

CorMr• at tht Mall

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472
• 110CoianetC1•""Hwy

.,..

~

Corl"l9folDo-otnyllW'le
&Wood"'•._

Wrg.,t Sta• U""'9'S·ty

,., K9tW·"9

,...,~.,-

StRt7259atMerl
tNDl)'IO"M11' 1 ' 7S
New Tor.. R' U.
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